Use Gaimin and dedicate the spare
processing power of your computer to
earn GMRX crypto rewards, in-game
items or NFTs for exciting games like
Minecraft with many more planned.

In partnership with:

Gaimin utilises the unused
processing power of gamers
computers and rewards users
with GMRX crypto currency, ingame items or NFTs.
For example, the processing power can be used for
blockchain computations, video rendering, or even
by pharmaceutical companies to process big COVID
research studies or protein folding simulations.

With exciting integrations,
including Minecraft - one
of the most popular
computer games of all
time, and many more
planned. Users are able to
import their NFTs into
in-game play.

The Gaimin token is a
Hedera Hashgraph token.

Hedera highlights Gaimin as one of
the most exciting projects to be
built on their blockchain.

“Gaimin’s offering brings together the market of
GPU power providers and consumers. Their use of
Hedera showcases how providers can be
compensated for idle GPU powers and players can
control the game items they earn in Gaimcraft
with tokenized assets on Hedera. The HBAR
Foundation is excited to see gamers introduced to
the Hedera network through our latest gaming
partner, Gaimin.”
Donald Thibeau
(Chief Strategy Officer)

Gaimin will introduce an IDO, to
get the crypto industry excited
about one of the most promising
start-ups in the gaming and
blockchain industry.
Secure your Gaimin tokens now to make sure you
are among the first to be able to claim exciting
NFTs from selected artists, and buy or sell in-game
items for Minecraft and many more games.

Gaimin will supply the world with
more data processing power and
gamers with passive Rewards.
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